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Oneodio Fusion A70 Pink headphones
Are  you  recording  podcasts  and  looking  for  equipment  that  will  help  you  do  that?  At  the  same  time,  do  you  also  want  to  use  it  for
everyday music listening? OneOdio headphones are the equipment for you! You can connect to them equally phones, iPads, laptops, but
also electric guitars, AMPs or audio interfaces. Want to get rid of tangled cables? Thanks to Bluetooth 5.2 technology, this problem will
disappear! In addition, the use of OneOdio headphones will be more comfortable, thanks to the special design.
 
Various connectivity options
Thanks to OneOdio headphones you will be able to listen to music exactly the way you like. A cable with a 3.5mm to 6.35mm tip will give
you the ability to connect a variety of equipment including your tablet phone, iPad, electric guitar, AMP and audio interfaces. In addition,
thanks to a special technology, two people will be able to listen to the same song, at the same time, on two different devices. Do you
want  to  do  away  with  cables?  With  OneOdio  it's  possible,  as  these  headphones  are  equipped  with  Bluetooth  5.2  technology  for
convenient wireless connection. 
 
Long working time
Working long hours on podcast recordings? You don't have to nervously glance at the time anymore, as the wired connection gives you
the opportunity to work without limits! However, do you prefer a wireless connection? Here you don't have to worry either, as the 950
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mAh Li-ion battery life is as much as 50 hours. From today nothing will limit you anymore! 
 
High quality
Enjoy  great  sound  regardless  of  the  connection,  thanks  to  OneOdio  A70  headphones!  You  no  longer  have  to  worry  about  your  music
being  interrupted  by  a  cable  falling  out,  as  you  will  lock  it  into  the  headphones  with  a  single  movement.  What's  more,  you  can
conveniently  control  the  equipment  with  buttons  located  on  one  of  the  headphones.  The  noise  cancellation  technology  that  the
headphones are equipped with will allow you to talk on the phone comfortably. From today your caller will always hear what you said.
 
Functionality 
A70 headphones are not only functional and reliable equipment, but also full of comfort. The equipment will be comfortable to wear with
its adjustable headband and soft ear cups. In addition, you can conveniently fold it and give it to the pouch, in which you will also safely
transport your headphones.
 
Included 
A70 headphones
6.35mm to 3.5mm cable x 1
3.5mm audio cable x 1
USB charging cable
User manual 
Pouch
Producer 
OneOdio
Model
A70
Connectivity
Audio cable 3.5 mm / 6.35 mm, Bluetooth 5.2
Wireless operating time 
Up to 50 hours 
Battery 
Li-ion, 950 mAh
Color
Pink

Preço:

Antes: € 50.9958

Agora: € 48.50
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